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E15 in the Transportation Fuel Marketplace: 
Use of E15 in your Automobile 

 

What is E15? 

As E15 (85 volume percent gasoline, 15 volume percent ethanol) is poised to enter the marketplace, it is 
important that consumers are aware of which vehicles are permitted to use E15 and of the extensive 
testing that led to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) approval for its use in 2001 and 
newer autos and light-duty vehicles as well as all flex-fuel vehicles (FFVs).  
 
Consumers are, of course, aware of the suitability of E10 for autos and other gasoline powered engines. 
In fact 97% of all gasoline now sold in the U.S. is E10. However, through a two-part waiver decision, EPA 
has raised the permitted level of ethanol to 15 volume percent (15v%) for Model Year Vehicles 2001 and 
newer. 
 

E15, a Highly Tested Fuel 

Over the past several years, numerous tests on the use of higher level ethanol blends such as E15 and 
E20 have been conducted on a wide variety of vehicles and equipment. These tests were conducted by 
various stakeholders and interested parties with a great deal of testing being coordinated by the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) and its affiliated National Laboratories.  
 
Tests have included vehicle drivability1, catalyst durability2, fuel pumps and sealing units3, outboard 
diagnostic systems4, automotive fuel system components5,6,7, and numerous studies by the Coordinating 
Research Council, which has included E15 and/or E20 in many of its research projects.  
 

Which Vehicles and Engines May or May Not Use E15? 

Based on an extensive and detailed review of all available studies, the EPA approved the use of E15 in 
2001 and newer model year cars and light- duty vehicles and all model 
years of FFVs. 
 
EPA chose not to extend the permitted use of E15 to 2000 model year 
and older vehicles. This was in large part due to the fact that controlled 
tests cannot be performed on such old vehicles due to various mileage 
levels, types of use, state of repair, and other variables that would render 
test results inconclusive.  
 
EPA also excluded non-automotive engines from the permitted use of 
E15. Many non-automotive engines do not have the sophisticated 
computer controls to adjust for fuel variations. This category also covers a much broader range of 
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applications, duty cycles, engine types, engine sizes, and cooling technology. This makes it very difficult 
to test for all scenarios that could be experienced in field use. 
But for the vehicles that EPA has approved for E15 use, drivers can rest assured that EPA has thoroughly 
assessed such use and has found no reason for concern. In fact, E15 has undergone more testing than 
any automotive fuel previously introduced into commerce.  
 

Automobile Owner Manual Guidance 

There is a lot of discussion on vehicle warranties and E15, this is a complicated question for new fuels  
like E15.  Importantly, E15 wasn’t approved by EPA when many of the vehicle owner’s manuals were 
written.  There has been significant growth in the inclusion of E15 in new vehicles owner manuals since 

EPA’s approval in 2011; especially for brand new cars and trucks sold in 
2012 and 2013.  New owner’s manuals may provide guidance on the 
use of E15, however that leaves car owners questioning older vehicle 
models use of E15 and the effect, if any, it will have on the validity of 
the remaining warranty coverage.  
 
Just like aftermarket fuel additives, like stabilizers and octane boosters, 

or the economy grade 85 octane gasoline that is offered in mountain areas, specific fuels or additives 
are not always called out by name in a vehicle’s owner manual.  Use of these non-mentioned fuels and 
fuel additives does not necessarily void a vehicle warranty.  In fact, vehicle manufacturers may not deny 
a warranty claim based on use of a different fuel if that fuel did not contribute to the problem for which 
the warranty claim is made. 
 

Fuel Economy 

There are many variables that can impact fuel energy content as well as vehicle fuel economy as 
measured by miles per gallon (mpg) of fuel used. Studies have shown that with all other things being 
equal, ethanol impact to fuel economy would be commensurate to the loss of energy density.   This 
translates into a loss of less than 2% for E15 when compared to other gasoline blends in the 
marketplace8, 9.  For a vehicle getting 30 mpg this would equate to a drop to around 29.4 mpg or about 
the loss of miles to the gallon when vehicle tires are improperly inflated.  
 
For more information on E15 and the ethanol industry, please visit www.EthanolRFA.org.  
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